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Abstract. This article takes a look and survey of the approaches in interior
design possibilities and expressions in applying the use and particular
structural qualities of bamboo. This particular material has gained much
interest due to its quality of being rapidly replenishable, thus allowing it as
an alternative to more depleting resources such as timber and other materials.
The paper focuses on the higher applications of bamboo and the recent
corporate space design and its typological function gain from the application
of bamboo as an interior design strategy and aesthetics. With the move by the
United Nation on having 17th initiatives under Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), this study will discuss further how bamboo could be improving
the quality of life in the countries with the tropical climate where bamboo
vastly grown and reliable as one sustainable material in construction of
structure outdoor, indoor and also to be used widely in arts & craftsmanship
in the region.
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Introduction
Green materials, or materials with lower environmental impact are fast gaining
recognition, acceptance and commercial viability in the building construction industry.
There is a unique role of bamboo for environmental protection and sustainable lifestyles.
The main purpose of the research is to feature the rich and distinctive role that bamboo
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can play in promoting ecological civilisation within the fields of architecture,
construction, and interior design. Bamboo is gradually seen not only as sustainable crop;
perceived as a kind of a fast-growing grass, but a rapidly renewable material in the
industry. Having a growth cycle of 7 to 8 years, bamboo is currently on the rise not only
as a raw material, but for its aesthetic possibilities.
The rising economics of bamboo in Malaysia
INBAR statistics show the global bamboo industry generates annual revenue of
US$11 billion which reached US$18 billion in 2018. Malaysia’s climate and fertile soil
provides an excellent opportunity for the growth of tropical bamboos and the promotion
of industrial plantations and value chain development. Among the current challenges
facing Asia Nusantara’s bamboo industry is crucial investments.
Sustainable design refers to interdependence between the built and natural
environment; the efficient use of energy, land, and other natural, finite resources; the
enhancement of communities; and the fostering of physical and emotional well-being.
There is a steady increase in the knowledge and interest regarding bamboo as
sustainable design in the industry. Promotion in sustainable design may increase local
demand for new and further innovative products, thereby encouraging domestic and
foreign investments. New investments are being sought and developed for the
development of bamboo and its value chains and resources such as in plantations.
Bamboo is now considered as an important alternative material to timber. For
example, in Malaysia, the government through the Malaysian Timber Industry Board
(MTIB) is implementing activities according to the Bamboo Industry Development
Action Plan for 2011-2020. In the Malay region, bamboos grow profusely in ex-logging
areas throughout the country (Azmy "Three Malaysian Wild Bamboos"), on hill slopes,
riverbanks and flat land. The vegetation can be pure or mixed with other tree species in
the forest (Ng and Shamsuddin).
Buluh semantan is one of the most important commercial bamboo species in
Malaysia (Azmy "The Structure and Demography of Gigantochloa Scortechinii Natural
Stand"). This species is being extracted from ex-logging areas in a haphazard way
without systematic management. No proper conservation practices have been done on
the natural stand bamboos in Malaysia. The bamboo culms are extracted from the forest
from time to time without any management guidelines.
In order to ensure adequate supplies of bamboo resources in the future and to
maintain a well-balanced forest environment, systematic management principles should
be made available. With the application of systematic management principles on the
natural stand bamboos, the production of bamboo stock can be increased (Liese;
Mohammad; Numata).
Among the current challenges facing Malaysia’s bamboo industry is crucial
investments. Barriers for investments in the bamboo industry include a lack of product
variety, lack of raw materials and lack of properly linked supply chains.
"The transformation of our current bamboo industry into a new era of higher
value-added products will enable the industry to start contributing to the national
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economy,"said The Malaysian Timber Industry Board (MTIB) Director General Dr.
Jalaluddin Harun. The transformation efforts now focus on the creation of more valueadded products, establishing the right supply chains and identifying the technical
requirements for innovation. Bamboo products in construction and architectural works
such as for flooring, flooring skirting, frames and doors, as well as dining set furniture
could be developed as new local value-added products, he added, pointing out that
bamboo's 'green material' status would be its biggest selling point (nst.com).

Methods
Sustainability in design
William McDonough states in his book Cradle to Cradle, “Most leading designers
eschewed environment concerns. Many environmentally minded designers applied
environmental solutions in isolation, tacking new technology onto the same old model.
Even as architects and industrial designers began to embrace recycled or sustainable
materials, they still dealt primarily with surfaces, with what looked good, what was easy
to get, and what they could afford” (McDonough and Braungart).
The broad principles of sustainable design are fairly simple, “choose energy
efficiency wherever possible; work in harmony with the natural features and resources
surrounding the project site; and use materials that are sustainably grown or recycled
rather than new materials from non-renewable resources”. Sustainable design in
construction better known as Green design is a design that conforms to environmentally
safe and sound principles for building, as well as energy and material use. It is a partial
solution to the global environmental crisis, diminishing natural resources, swift growth
of economic activity and human population, damage to ecosystems, and loss of
biodiversity.
Bamboo – the ecological content
Building and construction industries need to encourage the use of rapidly
renewable natural materials and non-wood-based products in order to reduce
environmental impact. According to Ghavami, one of the main shortcomings of bamboo,
when used as a reinforcement and/or permanent shutter form with concrete, is the effect
of water absorption. The capacity to absorb water was studied on several bamboo
species. Therefore, the industries and the academic institutions should be working close
to develop methods on reducing and minimising the weakness of bamboo and
maintaining its strength and functionality more lasting in the future through research &
development (Ghavami).
Bamboo has a long and well-established tradition as a building material
throughout the world's tropical and sub-tropical regions. It is widely used for many
forms of construction, in particular for housing in rural areas. Bamboo is a renewable
and versatile resource, characterized by high strength and low weight, and is easily
worked using simple tools. As such, bamboo constructions are easy to build, resilient to
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wind and even earthquake forces (given the correct detailing) and readily repairable in
the event of damage. Associated products (bamboo-based panels and bamboo reinforced
concrete, for example) also find applications in the construction process (Jayanetti and
Follett). Knowing the advantages of bamboos, the promotion in sustainable design in
building construction may increase local demand for new and innovative products,
thereby encouraging domestic and foreign investments by the government or private
sectors. Besides its potential, there are also few identified weaknesses that need to be
considered or minimised that is keeping the bamboo from dry, keeping the bamboo out
of ground contact, ensuring good air circulation, and ensuring good visibility.
Bamboo need to be seen bigger prospects of construction materials in constructing
bridges and also used widely as scaffolding materials (Jayanetti and Follett). The use of
bamboo reinforced concrete can be a good reason to be considered because it is low cost
compared with steel, readily available and its strength to weight ratio compares
favorably with steel. Other applications of bamboo as the base panels. Most importantly,
the key fundamental of the structural integrity of a framed construction is effective
jointing for lasting strength and more works need to be made on bamboo is the
developments in jointing technology while making it more economical bamboo
structures.
The diversity of bamboo is itself reflected by its number of species, there are
roughly 1000 species of bamboo found word wide. Bamboo grows very fast rather it is
better to say extremely fast-growing grass. Bamboo can be considered an ecologically
viable substitute for commonly used wood in many ways. Bamboo attains maturity in 3
years as compared to wood which takes almost more than 20 years (Khalil et al.). With
all identified advantages of bamboo, new investments by the government or private
agencies can be used for the development of necessary value chains and bamboo
plantations. Not only the farmers will be benefited from growing and harvesting
bamboo, but they will also able to polish their basic skills in terms of cultivation, being
able to handle loss in marketing, and will also enhance further their empowering ability
for handling more global market. According to Abdul Khalil et al., although the export
trade of raw bamboo materials showed a decrease from US $ 61 million in 2001 to US $
45 million in 2009, the decrease in export of bamboo may be due to the domestic
utilization of bamboo (Khalil et al.). China has led as the biggest exporter to the USA and
EU. With the current world demand for bamboo, this will definitely will give more
positive impacts on society, economy, and nation. One of the ways in supporting this
idea is to have a complete cycle value of chains from plantation, production,
manufacturing, marketing, recycling, and reuse of bamboo at various levels. The idea
has also been supported earlier by Van der Lugt et al. where they suggested to use life
cycle costing (LCC) in order to make a complete cost comparison taking into
consideration all costs occurring during the whole life span of a product. The initiative
and awareness of bamboo can be started at the primary, secondary, and up to the higher
education level.
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Bamboo – the applications
Bamboo products in construction and architectural works such as flooring,
flooring skirting, frames, and doors, as well as dining set furniture, could be developed
as new local value-added products, he added, pointing out that bamboo's 'green
material' status would be its biggest selling point. Bamboo is seen and considered as a
sustainable material locally and globally as it forms part of what is known as 'rapidly
renewable materials', basically raw materials that can be regrown at a fast rate. William
McDonough and M. Braungart stated “Imagine what you would come upon today at a
typical landfill: old furniture, upholstery, carpets, televisions and plastic packaging.
Resources are extracted, shaped into products, sold, and eventually disposed of in a
‘grave’ of some kind, usually a landfill or incinerator (McDonough and Braungart).
Cradle-to-grave designs dominate modern manufacturing. For example, LEED
Commercial Interiors list bamboo as an alternative under rapidly renewable materials.
Functionally Graded Composite-Bamboos are giant grass-like plants and not trees
as commonly believed, belonging to the family of the Bambusoideae. The bamboo culm,
in general, is a cylindrical shell, divided by transversal diaphragms at the nodes, and
also, is an orthotropic material with high strength along and low strength transversal to
its fibres (Ghavami). Physically, bamboo comes in a variety of sizes (length and
thickness), it can be tightly packed together to create an opaque wall divider or can be
stacked a few inches apart to allow the light to pass through. It is lightweight but
incredibly durable. They are 2 types that are treated and non-treated. Basically, the
treated bamboo normally will be kept inside the river for up to 1 year or it can also be
kept in a water tank-mixed with chemicals for curing purposes. Treated bamboo will be
in dark or blackened colour and can be used longer for usage outdoor, and can be used
for higher strength structure. While the non-treated bamboo is the one in its dry yellow
colour and been used widely for indoor structure and the making of arts & craft by the
artisans.
Bamboo as basic Interior design elements
On the most basic level, bamboo can be made into wall dividers. It comes in a
variety of shapes and designs with interconnecting options that can accommodate even
curved and angled walls. Bamboo is an all-natural, sustainable grass that looks rustic,
but can easily be paneled with solid wood for a classy appearance. It can be painted or
stained to match contemporary décor. A freestanding bamboo wall dividers are a
portable option that can be moved to any part of the house or commercial space. Wallmounted ones are a more permanent option that attaches to the wall using brackets. It
can either be a folding or a stationery design and is usually used in rooms that frequently
need partitioning.
From an aesthetic viewpoint, even in the most basic elements in interiors, a
vertically stacked mesh of thin bamboo screen can be horizontally arranged, while
thicker bamboo stalks permanently attached to solid wooden frames, bamboo can also
be inserted in the solid wooden frames and it can be stained to match the finish of the
wood. It can be inserted in metal frames for the patio or the balcony. Natural exotic
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bamboo wood made it possible to create such a delicate, though spacious, design of a
bamboo wall divider.

Result and Discussion
Case studies: Impact and Ideations of Bamboo in Interior Design in cities across Asia
As the ecological trends continue, designers in Asia are making strides to create
new ideas and pathways to promote a range of its locally available material. Bamboo is
playing an increasingly crucial role in continuing to seek, develop and explore options
and expressions that can somehow create a specific and unique aesthetic and expressions
for bamboo in interior designs. While the use of bamboo in the hospitality and tourism
industry and its buildings are well known, less is known on bamboo for more polished,
and corporate branding and image, the following cases have been compiled which
represents the cases from which designers have explored bamboo not only for its
sustainable qualities but also its aesthetic contributions.
Vietnam

Fig. 1 The Bamboo Wing restaurant in HANOI, designed by VTN Architects
(VTN Architecs, Source Image: Hiroyuki Oki)
The Bamboo Wing restaurant, built in 2010, has an area of 1600 m2 arises and
evokes the form of bird wings that floats over the natural landscape of the site situated
near Hanoi, Vietnam. VTN Architects, namely Vo Trong Nghia and Takashi Niwa. VTN
Architects was already known for their works using bamboo in Vietnam, which due to
the rise of sustainability standards has seen a resurgence in popularity as a building and
design material. Vo Trong Nghia has a personal philosophy which aims to prove that
sustainability is seen as stylish. Since establishing his firm in 2006, the Vietnamese
architect has completed several bamboo projects, including restaurants, cafés, a
community hall and Vietnam’s national pavilion at the 2015 Milan Expo.
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The design process begins by studying the material properties of bamboo and the
potential spaces and compositions in interior that it can create. The outcome is a
composition and building which is a pure bamboo structure, using no steel or other manmade structural materials. Throughout the process, the idea of the bamboo structural
and spatial qualities as a dynamic form of flying over the sky as bird wings was of high
interest. It finally came into a finalised composition and space in which one can
experience a 12-meter open space without any vertical columns.
Another example of VTN Architects’s bamboo design – the curving Roc Von
restaurant is formed of 12 huge bamboo columns that spread upwards, creating a canopy
that covers a 6,560 square meter semi-outdoor dining area. This building, located on a
1,100 square meter area was completed in April 2015 and is deemed and recognised as a
space where local and global visitors can feel a strong connection to the local culture of
North Vietnam. The open quality of the space and usage of natural materials including
bamboo had helped create this connection.

Fig. 2 Roc Von Restaurant in Hanoi
Image Source: Author
In general, the usage of bamboo in the interior design industry in Vietnam,
Indonesia and Malaysia is in an upward trend. In Vietnam, particularly it is considered
a significant part of the life of the Vietnamese culture and communities. As it is a
traditional and artisanal traditions of Vietnam, the use of bamboo symbolises the unity
of the Vietnamese spirit in interior design projects. The dichotomy of its character, the
contrast of it being bendable, soft-edged yet durable and of high strength represents
immortality for the Vietnamese culture and its people. This is because bamboo trees
often grow in clusters with strong spirit and energy but also signifies the solidarity,
diligence, and loyalty of their people, their homeland.
Japan
The renowned Japanese architect Kengo Kuma, leads Kengo Kuma &
Associates in Tokyo and Paris. The practice is presently well-known for its emerging
language of design and architecture which references the architectonics of timber and
bamboo. The underlying philosophy of the team draws its ideas from its attempts to
counter a globalist and materialistic predisposition and attitude through more natural
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materials but composed in an innovative composition using local resources, fabric,
texture, and alternative materials. The design principle strongly refers to the continuous
idea and movement of ‘contextualism' which is on the rise and emerge as a strong trend
in East Asia. One of the latest projects of Kengo Kuma is the 'Pigment' shop completed
at the end of 2015.

Fig. 3 View from the facade of Pigment shop
(Image source: World Architecture Content Content)
The 'Pigment' shop and gallery is made up of a very thin bamboo material that
gave the wavy shape of interior. The design created a smooth surface that is detailed
with the traditional products inside. The whole surface of the interior covered by wood
material. One of the aims of this project was to form a 3D curved surface in a frame of
concrete, generated from computer technology. Laser-cut steel panels and thin bamboo
are the basic materials to be used inside. A wave of bamboo for the shop is created, a
purpose-built space to show and sell traditional pigment for Japanese painting, along
with brushes and old inkstone.

Fig. 4 Interior view with the traditional Japanese products
(Image source: World Architecture Content Content)
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China
The first International Bamboo Architecture biennale was in 2016. Curated by 12
international architects, the biennale reveals how the traditional material can be
incorporated into contemporary design. The plant serves as the base to new buildings in
the small village of Baoxi - including a youth hostel and a ceramics museum, which the
permanent structures hopes to draw tourism through supplementary infrastructures
such as a visitor building, hotel, and learning centre. All the image source credited to
Stewart - “First Bamboo Biennale Creates Cutting-Edge Structures in Small Chinese
Village.” in https://Mymodernmet.Com.

Fig. 5 Youth Hostel / Design Hotel by Anna Heringer

Fig. 6 Bridge by Ge Quantao
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Fig. 6 Bamboo product research and design center (interior) by Li Xiaodong

Fig. 7 Contemporary celadon ceramic museum by Kengo Kuma
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Fig. 8 Interior view of celadon ceramic museum

Fig. 9 Bamboo product research and design center (interior) by Li Xiaodong
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Fig. 10 Bridge by Ge Quantao

Fig. 11 Invited ceramist workshop by Keisuke Maeda
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Indonesia

Fig. 12 The Green Village built in 2010 by Elora Hardy
(Ibuku Architects, Source Image: Jimbawan, Agung Dwi, Rio Helmi)
According to the architect Elora Hardy, the Green Village was designed and
constructed based on the architectural concepts of sustainable principles and artisan
craftsmanship. Green School, PT Bamboo Pure, and Green Village are the main anchors
of the green development area. The concept is to create beautiful living spaces, in which
people can live where luxury and comfort fit into natural landscapes. Interconnected
with each other on a green zone which sustain themselves.

Fig. 13 The Bamboo houses are designed with rare views of
the sacred Ayung River and the volcanoes of Bali
(Ibuku Architects, Source Image: Jimbawan, Agung Dwi, Rio Helmi)
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Malaysia

Fig. 13 Bamboo Playhouse
(Eleena Jamil Architect)
Bamboo flourishes in Malaysia where it has almost 50 species growing, of which
25 is indigenous. There are several species that have thick culm walls with strengths
suitable to use in construction. The Bamboo Playhouse is a public pavilion located at
Perdana Botanical Gardens, Kuala Lumpur. The pavilion is located on a small island in
the lake and is used by many as a place to meet, rest and play. The project demonstrate
that bamboo is a sustainable building material, and it became first formal bamboo
structure in the country when it was completed in 2015 (Architect).
Located along the edge of the lake, the playhouse is an open structure with raised
square platforms set at multiple levels. Idea for the playhouse stems from traditional
vernacular structures called the ‘wakaf’ which are originally found in villages or
‘kampungs’. It offers a series of indefinite spaces, with many opportunities of use and
occupation.
Impact on Society, Economy and Nation
Local criteria and standards of sustainability
The Green Building Index (GBI) and MyCREST (Malaysia Carbon Reduction
sustainability tool) for example, recognizes bamboo as one of the green material which
can replace timber and other more rapidly depleting resources. Bamboo can be
developed speciﬁcally for the Malaysian tropical weather, environmental and
developmental context, cultural and social needs. The GBI initiative, for example, aims
to assist the building industry in its march towards sustainable development. Thus with
the growth in green buildings, the Green Building Index Interior Tool is jointly
developed by MGBC (Malaysia Green Building Confederation) and MIID (Malaysian
Institute of Interior Designers) and the GBI Technical Committee for Green Building
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Index have forwarded a range for green alternatives in terms of materials and fit-outs
(Green Buiding Index).
Among the current challenges facing Malaysia's bamboo industry is crucial
investments. Barriers to investments in the bamboo industry include a lack of product
variety, lack of raw materials and lack of properly linked supply chains. The
transformation of the current bamboo industry into a new era of higher value-added
products will enable the industry to start contributing to the national economy.

Conclusion
Bamboo can be seen as a great, reliable and sustainable materials for building
construction in the country with the tropical climate. The ability of bamboo to be treated
making it stronger in taking bigger load structure with the right techniques and
construction. Bamboo also has been recognised as sustainable as it does not produce any
CO2 to the atmosphere and it supports few Sustainable Goals Development (SGD)s
namely i. No.11- Sustainable Cities and Communities, and No.13–Climate Action. It is
hope the government will continue to support through various initiatives and
promotion of bamboo as sustainable materials for building construction materials, and
also in innovation of arts & craftsmanship.
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